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Abstract: 

Kamala Das is a seeker of true love. She thirsts for love experiences. Mere sex is not 
love. Kamala firmly believes that living is growth and development from a level of 
consciousness to a higher level, ult imately reaching self- realization. The eternal or 
mythical growth in her poetry is identified with the Radha-Krishna relationship. It is this 
spiritual framework that saves Kamala Das, in some degree, from the charges of 
obscenity and promiscuity, if not her poetry is a picture with shocking and unorthodox, 
details about love, marriage and sex. However, it is difficult to absolve her totally from 
the charges of sensuality. Certainly, she tries in some poems to rise above the plane of 
sensuality clinging to her image. The Radha-Krishna image is continually associated 
with the progress of the poet and it is found in all her collections of poems. As a matter 
of fact, it is obvious in the poetry of Kamala Das that she is pricked by an inner urge to 
rise above the mere earthly longing and fina lly she yearns to give vent to her eternal love 
or purity or spiritua lity or truth. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Kamala Das has been regarded as one of the most distinguished contemporary Indian poets who 
is creating basically the poems in English. She was born in Kerala and brought up in 
Calcutta, and she has felt the pulse of the whole India. Thus being rooted in Indian soil she 
grapples with ideas and abstractions, images of men and women on several p lanes, the 
complexity o f emotions centering round the human activities and problems relating to 
her own art. Be ing a subject ive poet, Kamala Das has rendered the memories of 
childhood experiences at her ancestral home at Nalapat, her family home in the marvelous 
poem, My Grandmother’s House and A Hot Noon in Malabar. But in the personal poem 
My Grandmother’s House, the memory of the grandmother makes her pensive when she 
recalls the house, where she once received love from the old woman. Thus more than the 
pathetic memory of her grandmother, it is the poet’s pre-occupation with death and 
decay, implied in the images of the crumbling house which displays her poetic command in the 
moment of personal racking. Kamala Das is essentially, a poet of the modem Indian woman’s 
ambivalence’ portraying nakedly the Indian life and culture. Married at the age of fifteen 
and finding herself bound to a hollow relationship with her husband, which she could not 
untie, Kamala’s story, despite its sensationalism makes poignant reading and strikes one as 
representative of a not so common social phenomenon in India. Marriage and love are 
not mutually exclus ive, but for Kamala Das they have proved to be so. So far as love outside 
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marriage is concerned, she is not really propagating adultery and infidelity, but searching whole-
heartedly for a relationship, which provides both love and Security. Kamala Das is very far 
from being concerned with the metaphysical nature of poetry like, John Donne. She says. 
“I began to write poetry with the ignoble aim of wooing a man. There is, therefore, a lot 
of love in my poems. I wrote the poems in the books Summer in Calcutta to make a man 
love me, to break down his resistance”. Therefore, she concentrates more on sexual love 
and the pathos of woman merging from a passive role to the point of discovering and 
asserting her individual freedom an identity and ultimately leading to a search for eternal 
love and fulfillment. 

Discussion 

Kamala Das’s poetic culmination can be seen when she wants to establish a mythical 
relationship with Almighty God, Lord Krishna by writing about love, sex and family 
deprivation, fulfillment and separation. She is a typical Indian poet of erotic luxury whose 
voice of courage, conviction, and sincerity is transparent in her poems. Therefore, what 
she seeks to obtain is an identity that was lovable, in the forever varying world and 
elusive realit ies of life. When she mytho logizes her quest for true love, she identifies 
herself with Radha and Mira Bai in the poems such as Radha Krishna and Vrindabon.In 
her well-known autobiography she writes. 

You are my Krishna I whispered kissing his eyes shut. 
He laughed. I felt that I was a virgin in his arms..... The 
sea was our only witness. How many times I turned to it 
and whispered, oh sea, I am at last in love I have found 
my Krishna ….. (My Story :180-81) 

In the philosophical poem, Radha, she writes about her utmost desire and pining for love of 
Krishna. The poet aspires for eternal love and for this she would like to melt like burning 
candle only for the true love of Krishna, her real company. 

Everything in me 
Is melting even the hardness at the core 
O Krishna I am melt ing, melt ing,me lting 
Nothing remains but 
You .....    (The Descendants : 9) 

Anisur Rahman observes that “her search for the beauteous Krishna and her act of 
remembering the past are basically united in her overall poetic process. These are the gestures 
of her relief and both perform a curative function. The present with its drab realities cannot 
soothe her. So, she remembers the glorious past and craves for Krishna, the symbol of her 
eternal bond at one and the same time. Through these vital and extended metaphors of relief 
she attains some measure of equipoise and transcends the aches of the present.” 

Most of the poems of Kamala Das deal with the precariousness and incompleteness of the 
love relationship. It scans that she has always been concerned with the precariousness, which 
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may be due to the change of feelings or nature of sexual love. Therefore, it is quite logical for 
the poet to turn from the subject of incompleteness of love to the body on which it depends. 
However, such a kind of deep immersion in this theme compels Kamala Das to reflect on the 
contrasting attitudes to love in man and women. Sometimes, these are complementary, even 
though physiologically opposite to each other as the ‘ hungry haste of rivers’ in man and 
ocean’s tireless waiting in woman. In the poem, Gino love for another man is a desire crushed 
by the poet’s inability to dislodge the inherited memory of a touch and thus remains only as 
unfulfilled dream. The Old Playhouse and The Stone Age deal with the reality of this situation 
in which love is offered by another man rather than her husband. Thus, what gives Kamala 
Das’s exploration of the love theme and its strength is the cohesion of her imagery in terms of 
which she charts the precise curve of her variations on the themes. 

Kamala Das’s woman is a seeker who longs for true experiences of love. Mere sex sounds 
quite meaningless. Kamala Das firmly believes that living is growth and development from 
ignorance to realization. Such a kind of growth and development is impossible within 
marriage. She feels that it will open a new colorful horizon of her life. As a matter of fact, a 
woman enters wed- lock with high hopes and colorful dreams. But invariably every woman 
meets with disappointments. After the restrictions of the parental bond she finds herself 
confined by marital bonds. Marriage only brings disillusionment to women. 

In the poetry of Kamala Das often the husband loves the wife not for herself, but for himself. 
It means that the husband loves his wife with his carnal desire without any sense of true love 
in the true sense of the term. Kamala Das’s woman seems to have greater expectations from 
love. While love is a Sadhana or spiritual discipline for a woman, it is only an animal passion 
for a man. In Substitute the woman speaker says: 

Yes, I was thinking lying beside him  
That I loved, and was much loved. 
It is physical thing, he said suddenly,  
End it, I cried, end it, and let us be free. 
                                 (The Descendants : 7) 

Kamala Das believes that the gaiety of lust is a kind of pretence. Lust at best gives only 
pleasure and not happiness. She spends sleepless night trying to solve the riddle of love. 
Innumerable questions arise in her mind about love turning to lust. Woman who is trapped in 
the loveless relationship in marriage, tries to seek release through extra-marital relationships. 
Each affair though starts with freshness, intensity and exhilaration ends up in despair. The 
lovers prove very soon to be just another husband. In fact, all men are equal in their attitude 
towards women, who lust after her, just like her own husband. 

For Kamala Das, ideal love is the fulfillment on the levels of body and mind. The tragic 
failure to get love in terms of sensual-spiritual fulfillment from the husband leads her to 
search for it in extra-marital relationships with other men. Each relationship, however, 
succeeds only in intensifying her frustration and loneliness, and the poet turns to poetry as the 
exclusive medium for its cathartic release.Physical love is biological necessary for man just 
as emotional love is a necessity of life for a woman. There is “a hungry haste of rivers” in 
man whereas in a women there is the “Ocean’s tireless waiting”. 
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In him … the hungry haste  
Of rivers, in me … the ocean’s tireless 
Waiting.                (Summer in Calcutta: 60) 

Love is pain to woman, because she expects something beyond sex from man. 
Man never realizes this soul’s need of woman: So, Kamala asks the following 
question: 

Ah, why does love come to me like pain  
Again and again and again ?  

                        (Summer in Calcutta:64) 
Kamala’s woman is a brave new woman who wants society to recognize her as a person with 
an individuality of her own. She wants her husband to regard her as a loving life-partner 
whose individuality is accepted. She rebels against man’s technique to convert his wife into a 
slavish miniature of himself in personality. To her, the drab drawing room is a prison and she 
is fed up with the daily routine of a housewife. Her innermost wish is to soar like clouds. 
Fetters like household chores and menial job tie her to the confinement of her house. 

Kamala Das believes that without body her soul is bare and without soul her body is barren. 
Love is signified through consummation and to consummate her love, she chooses different 
lovers. Like a bird she migrates from one love to another because she knows that it is the only 
method of survival. A woman who deserts her Husband and goes to another man is the most 
tragic symbol of the futile search of a woman for everlasting love. Such a woman is an 
insulted one and is the most pitiable being. She has a heart that longs for recognition and 
love. Kamala’s ideal love is the archetypal hero, Krishna. From the poignant sense of loss 
both the figures of Radha and Krishna, the archetypal heroine and hero emerge. This Radha 
may explain the “otherness” in her character. The shocking realization that marriage is only 
an adjustment between two persons without any real love, forces her to turn to other men. But 
the mind is always set in the eternal lover. He purifies everything and she submits herself to 
him. She wants to be one of the sixteen thousand Gopikas who seek the eternal love. Kamala 
Das considers Krishna as her mate. She searches for Krishna in every man. Her short poem 
Radha gives the essence of her love for Krishna. To Kamala Das love is freedom. To love is 
to be free from the traditional role of a woman, to be free from the shackles of society. 
Krishna is the dream model of the suppressed and the downtrodden. He is above all 
restrictions and so becomes the model of those who are in bondage. Those who are in a 
terrible bondage dream of the ease and beauty of freedom. To the women of India, Krishna is 
such a dream. It is the sexual bondage of Indian women that makes the Radha-Krishna 
concept more and more beautiful. 

No doubt, Kamala Das writes with the avowed aim of unraveling woman’s ambivalence and 
sensibility. Love poetry is the expression of a poet’s own feeling and has found a soft corner 
in the poetic heart of Kamala Das. Critics of no meaner reputations have time and again 
emphasized that a literary work of art is not a sort of objective product but it is a personal 
expression and represents the whole man behind it. It is a fact that the dreams of Kamala Das 
are the dreams of her own real life and she resorted to reveal the problems of husband 
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and wife relationship through her problems respectively. How in her famous autobiography My 
Story, she reflects her temperamental restlessness regarding her erotic tie: 

“I was looking for an ideal lover. I was looking for the one who went to Mathura and forgot 
to return to his Radha. Perhaps I was seeking the cruelty that lies the depths of a man’s heart. 
Otherwise, why did I not get my peace in the arms of husband? Subconsciously I hoped for 
the death of my ego. I was looking for an executioner whose axe would cleave my head into 
two. The ones who loved me did not understand why I was restive. You are like a civet cat in 
a cage, said a friend of mine……”. (My Story : 171) 

Being a modern Indian woman, Kamala Das is essentially a poet of love. Commenting on the 
life of Kamala Das, Devindra Kohli remarks, “She seems to have a good deal of the 
conventional woman in her make up, so that not only is she able to speak of the common 
woman and her basic need for love and security with inside knowledge, but cannot help in 
addition, expressing an ambivalence proceeding from her own duality, proceeding from, that 
is the combination in herself of a need for domestic security and the desire for an 
independence, an independence consistent with a non-domestic mode of living”. 

According to Devindra Kohli, “Kamala Das will probably agree with Grave’s view of poetry 
as a non-domestic occupation. In her prose articles, she has increasingly defied the traditional 
image of woman in a bourgeois society. And though she craves for that particular humility 
that true love brings out in a woman, her views on marriage, love, friendship and sex are 
uttered with such a gusto as to assume an air of unconventionality”.  

The spiritual or mythical growth in her poetry is identified with the Radha-Krishna 
relationship. It is this spiritual framework that saves Kamala Das, in some degree, from the 
charges of obscenity and promiscuity, if not her poetry is a picture with shocking and 
unorthodox, details about love, marriage and sex. However, it is difficult to absolve her 
totally from the charges of sensuality. Certainly, she tries in some poems to rise above the 
plane of sensuality clinging to her image. The Radha-Krishna image is continually associated 
with the progress of the poet and it is found in all her collections of poems. A.N. Dwivedi 
remarks that “The first one contains Radha-Krishna, the second one has Radha, the third one 
mentions ‘Prayers to unfamiliar Gods’; and Tonight This Savage Rite includes Radha and 
Ghaneshyam.” Kamala Das’s woman is not free from the bodily hunger because she is also a 
human being. But she has undoubtedly a soul her body and she can’t ignore its calls 
completely. Indirectly, she believes that the defiling of the body has nothing to do with 
resplendent and wakeful soul. 

On getting fed up with sensual desires, Kamala Das’s woman takes resort to the 
Radha-Krishna type of love. This clearly shows the experimental journey of love of Kamala 
Das from ignorance to realization; from sensibility to the growth of eternal love. She 
therefore, expresses her spiritual longing in the poem, entitled, Radha-Krishna. The River and 
that much celebrated Old Kadamba Tree concretize the experience enacted by Radha and 
Krishna in the poem, Radha-Krishna. This is in contrast to the poet’s tedium, and represents 
the other side of tranquility and freedom. The soul is homeless and is compared to a ‘bat’. 
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The execution of this analogy adds intensely to the poem since the bat cannot see in the 
daylight but only in the darkness of night. The poet’s vision, similarly, fails her in the broad 
light of consciousness and she may reach the goal only in the darkness of death. The poem 
Radha is once again an expression of her complete surrender to Lord Krishna. 

CONCLUSION  

The love of Krishna has permeated her consciousness to such an extent that the poet 
attributes several names to Krishna such as : Hari, Vishnu, Narayan, Rama, Puroshottam and 
Mohan. The artificial jewels are of no use since she adorns herself with Krishna’s love which 
stands as a perennial source of joy. ‘Ghanashyam’ by Kamala Das is also instinct with the 
feeling of love, ardour, and self surrender to Lord Krishna which means full bloom of her 
eternal love. Therefore, Kamala Das’s woman finds the ultimate end of her search for 
mythical love in the devotion and surrender to Lord Krishna. The theme of self surrender to 
the Lord gives a vivid picture of spiritual longing in her mind, which is a symbol of eternal 
love in the poetry of Kamala Das. Ultimately, the sense of eternal love in the poetry of 
kamala Das has become obvious when the woman of Kamala Das is fully aware of self 
realization, devotion and complete surrender to Lord Krishna. 
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